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ABSTRACT :
E-government facilitates provision of relevant government information in electronic form to the citizens in
a timely manner and better service delivery to citizens. Information Technology today is recognized as an
effective tool for turning the economic activity in efficient governance and in developing human resource.
E-government is a kind of governmental administration which is based on ICT Services. The essence of egovernment is using information technology to break the boundary of administrative organizations, and
build up a virtual electronic government. E-government initiatives are common in most countries as they
promise a transparent, citizen-centric government and reduce operational cost. Emerging with Egovernment, theories and practices of public administration have stepped into a new knowledge era. Egovernment presents a tremendous impetus to move forward with higher quality, cost-effective, government
services and a better relationship between citizens and government. This paper discusses the different
issues, challenges, adoption factors for e-government implementation, conceptual demarcation on these
factors and, presents a conceptual framework for better e-government performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
ICT is a key element of reform efforts that can help dramatically reshape government to improve
performance and reduce costs. The current society had a phenomenal transformation due to the
advance of Internet. It has opened a new medium of communication for individuals, business, and
government organization, providing more opportunities to communicate and get information in an
entirely new way. It has made governmental information and services accessible in ways that
could not have been conceived two decades ago [1]. In the past, government organizations paid
little attention to service quality or responsiveness to clients, but this changed with the approach
of E-Government. E-government refers to the use by state authorities of ICT, in particular, the
Internet and web-based technology, to deliver information and services and to encourage civic
participation [2]. E-government is simply a facility using Information Technology (IT) to deliver
public services directly to the customer, where the customers are citizens, business or other
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government entity [3, 4]. This phenomenon of e-government is increasingly attracting the
attention of community citizens including politicians, economists, decision and policy makers
amongst others. It has improved managerial effectiveness, and promoted democratic values of
public services. It has the promise of increasing accessibility to information, enhancing efficiency
and facilitation of greater access to government officials [5, 6]. It is the medium of delivering
improved services to citizens, businesses, and other constituents of society through drastically
changing the way governments manage information. However, the e-Government challenge is not
a technological one. Rather, the challenge is to use technologies to improve the capacities of
government institutions, while improving the quality of life of citizens by redefining the
relationship between citizens and their government [1]. The development of e-government also
means increased electronic co-operation within and among public organizations which even puts
demands on development that is not technology oriented. The development towards egovernment involves social changes of work roles, attitudes and new competence needs [7].

2. E-GOVERNMENT
E-Government initially began as an intra-governmental communication tool. Initially the
government organizations developed websites with information, then developed to online
transactions - which made the citizens to engage in online participation that connect citizens and
decision-makers [8–11]. E-government represents a fundamental change in the whole public
sector structure, values, culture and the ways of conducting business by utilizing the potential of
ICT as a tool in the government agency [12]. The Internet is indeed the most powerful and
popular means of delivering the services to the customers or citizens. Hence, Web sites have been
employed as a platform for delivering a wide range of government services electronically. Egovernment websites help citizens to gain information on government processes and services and
hence participating in democratic processes from anywhere at any time. E-Government improves
the efficiency and effectiveness all government operations, with citizens, as well as with other
organizations.
Table 1: E-government Definitions
Citations Definition
[16, 17]
[13, 18,
19]
[20]

[21, 22]

[23]

E-government is defined as the use of ICT to make government more
accessible, effective, and accountable.
E-Government refers to the delivery of [government] information
and services online through the Internet or other digital means.
E-government refers to strategies, organizational forms and
processes, as well as information technology employed so as to
enhance access to and delivery of government information and
services to citizens, businesses, government employees and other
agencies.
E-Government is the use of ICTs in public administrations combined
with organizational change and new skills in order to improve public
services and democratic processes and strengthen support to public
policies.
E-government is the process of offering better government service to
the public.
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[13, 14]
[13, 18]
[24–26]

[15, 27]
[15]

E-government is defined as the combination e-administration and edemocracy to achieve the objective of balanced e-government.
E-Government is the delivery of fast services to citizens, businesses,
and other members of the society.
E-Government refers to the strategic application of ICT to “provide
citizens and organizations with more convenient access to
government information and services; and to provide delivery of
public services to citizens, business partners and suppliers, and those
working in the public sector”
E-government is the continuous optimization of service delivery
channel, citizen’s participation and governance.
E-government can be defined as a way for governments to use the
most innovative information and communication technologies,
particularly web-based Internet applications, to provide citizens and
businesses with more convenient access to government information
and services, to improve the quality of the services and to provide
greater opportunities to participate in democratic institutions and
processes.

E-government applications include online payment of tax, bills, filling and submission of
applications for several purposes; e-voting etc. e-Government gives citizens more control on
interaction with the government; citizens can avail of the governmental services from anywhere
and anytime [1]. E-Government is considered as tool for easy administration of governmental
activities. Its success depends on its vast usage and management of its infrastructure. Utilization
of e-government will provide benefits to the management philosophy of governments. Thus the
citizens can collaboratively participate in decision making [13, 14]. Initially E-Government incurs
a great cost in building infrastructure but gradually it implementation results in vast savings
towards government’s activities. It also increases transparency, and reduce corrupt activities in
public service delivery. Table 1 depicts E-Government defined by various related study in the
near past.

3. E-GOVERNMENT SERVICES
Like any other electronic services, e-government also constitutes various types of services.
According to Fang [15] different types of e-government services are categorized in to eight
types. 1) Government-to-Citizen (G2C); 2) Citizen-to-Government (C2G); 3) Government-toBusiness (G2B); 4) Business -to-Government (B2G); 5) Government-to-Employee (G2E); 6)
Government-to-Government (G2G); 7) Government-to-Nonprofit (G2N); 8) Nonprofit-toGovernment (N2G). Table 2 gives definition for these of e-government services.

4. DISCUSSION : E-GOVERNMENT ADOPTION FACTORS
The adoption factors for e-government services should be thoroughly known before any adoption
model is constructed. . Many researchers have understood the initiatives that encourage the
adoption of e-government services in different environments. These studies have shown that
despite different environments having different characteristics, there are general initiatives that
promote e-government adoption by ordinary citizens. However, it is worth mentioning that
certain situations have unique factors which may either impend or aid the adoption of e15
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government services. In order to have a basic understanding of these varying factors, this study
review’s the adoption models that have been studied in different locations. The factors that
influence the adoption of e-government websites are in-formation quality, system quality and
service quality. Information quality is concerned with the measure of the information that the
system produces and delivers i.e., characteristics of information produced by e-government Web
sites. Quality of information is believed to be the most salient factor for predicting customer
decision-making behavior and user intention to use a particular system [30]. The fundamental
dimensions of information quality are composed of five dimensions: accuracy, timeliness,
relevance, understandability, and completeness [31–33].
Table 2: E-Government services
Types
Governmentto-Citizen
(G2C)
Citizen-toGovernment
(C2G)
Governmentto-Business
(G2B)
Business -toGovernment
(B2G)
Governmentto-Employee
(G2E)
Governmentto-Government
(G2G)
Governmentto-Nonprofit
(G2N)
Nonprofit-toGovernment
(N2G)

Definition
It is an e-government service, from government to citizen in the
form of offering valuable information and know-how’s.
It is an e-government service, offered for payment of bills and
other valuable feedback from the citizen to government.
It is an e-government service providing transactions and
procurement facilities for government purchases and call for
tenders.
It is an e-government service providing communication,
collaboration, transactions and procurement of goods and
services for business initiatives.
It is an e-government initiative that will facilitate the
management of the civil service and internal communication
with governmental employees to encourage paperless office.
It is an e-government initiative to provide the Government's
departments or agencies cooperation and communication
online. It includes internal exchange of information and
commodities.
It is an e-government initiative that provides information and
communication from government to nonprofit organizations,
political parties and social organizations, Legislature, etc.
It is an e-government initiative that enable exchange of
information and communication from non-profit organization
to government organizations, political parties and social
organizations, Legislature, etc.

System quality refers to the features and performance characteristics of e-government Web sites
regarding the quality in use or the citizen’s view of quality. It is an important determinant of user
acceptance, user satisfaction and system use. In order for the citizens to continually use the egovernment website or for the successfulness of e-government website system quality should be
high. Service quality refers to the quality of personal support services provided to citizens
through e-government Web sites, such as answering questions, taking requests, and providing
sophisticated solutions to citizen’s problems. It is an important determinant of customer
satisfaction and is needed as citizens differ in knowledge, education and experience [30]. Quality
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of service is composed of five dimensions: tangibles, empathy, reliability, responsiveness and
assurance [34]. Choudrie and Dwivedi [35] found that citizens’ awareness as a factor for the
adoption of e-government. Citizens with fulltime internet access are more likely to be aware of
and adopt e-government services. These authors also add that the demographic characteristics of
citizens such as the age, gend-er, education, and social class have an imperative role in explaining
the citizen’s awareness and adoption of e-government services. While, Warkentin [36] proposed
a e-government adoption conceptual model with citizen trust as the underlying catalyst. The
author proposes perceived risk, perceived behavioral control, usefulness, and perceived ease of
use. Perceived risk is normally defined as a fear of losing personal information or money, and
fear of being spied on the Internet. Warkentin states that Perceived risk is negatively related to
adoption. The author posits that the perception that an individual has of control over how personal
information will be used, and control over how and when information can be acquired, could
encourage adoption. Perceived usefulness on the other hand is simply defined as the utility of the
system to the user, and perceived ease of use is termed as a system that is easy to use [36].
Alomari, Woods and Sandhu [37] attempted to identify the main factors that influence citizens’
intention to adopt e-government websites in Jordan, using a theoretical framework consisting of
Diffusion of Innovation Theory (DOI) and the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and, they
found that Trust in government, website design, beliefs, complexity and perceived usefulness
were significant factors in Jordanian citizens’ intention to use e-government websites. Deltor and
Hupfer [38] identified internal factors within government that affect the adoption and use of
government websites and suggest that Partner cooperation, Ability to change internal work
processes, IT workforce, funding, citizen participation in design, portal strategies and policies,
leadership, marketing and governance as factors for e-government adoption. Chen et.al [39] uses
UTAUT model to study on the factors affecting e-government adoption and found that
performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, and facilitating conditions impact
citizen satisfaction. Rokhman [40] Conducted citizen’s willingness to accept and adopt egovernment services and found that relative advantage and compatibility proven as useful factors
to predict intention to use e-government services. Gilbert and Balestrini [41] bring attitude-based
and service-quality-based approaches together. They propose perceived (confidentiality, ease of
use, safety, reliability, visual appeal and enjoyment) and perceived relative benefits as the
adoption factors for e-government. Phang et al., [25] made a study on senior citizen’s adoption of
e-government and they found that compatibility, personal image, perceived ease of use and
internet safety perceptions are the main factors for e-government adoption. Table 3 shows brief
classification of the adoption factors. These adoption factors of e-government were not classified
properly in previous literatures. This study demarcates the adoption factors as technological,
financial, website quality, user/human, managerial and political perspectives as described in table
3
Table 3: E-government adoption factor
Factors

Items

Technological Standardization procedures,
technical infrastructure, security
measures[data and software
protection, data transfer over
networks, safety of electronic
payments

Description

Studies

The degree of
Technological
ability achieved
for Effective EBusiness
adoption.

[10, 13,
43–45]
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Financial

Appropriate budget allocation,
commitment of funding

Web site
quality

Information quality, system quality,
service quality, perceived
usefulness, perceived ease of use,
user friendliness of the system,
scope of the system, Multi-lingual
and multi-cultural
Issues, protection of information
assets, maintain integrity of
electronic records, compatibility,
internet safety perceptions.
ICT skills, technology expertise,
perceived behavioral control, age,
Perceived risk ,Uncertainty
avoidance, trust, Security, privacy,
Fears for job loss by the adoption of
new technologies and procedures,
Past experience specific to the
project, Communication skills, ease
of access to the system, cost of use
of the system, local language,
personal image.
Technology culture of management
Personnel, Project familiarization of
management Personnel, project
management, appropriate hierarchy
in management, qualifications of
the officials, active support from
management, Lack of IT knowledge
staffs, lack of IT full time
employees, staff, Awareness and
training
Long-term, unified support,
Technology culture of political
leadership, Project familiarization
of political leadership, Jurisdiction
conflict resolution between
government agencies,
statutory/legislative requirements,
Regulatory barriers; regulatory
support.

Human or
user

Managerial

Political

The degree of
Technological
ability achieved
for Effective EBusiness
adoption.
The degree of
Web site quality
ability achieved
for Effective EBusiness
adoption.

[20, 45]

[46, 47]

The degree of
user ability
achieved for
Effective EBusiness
adoption.

[36, 41]

The degree of
Managerial ability
achieved for
Effective EBusiness
adoption.

[45]

The degree of
Political ability
achieved for
Effective EBusiness
adoption.

[45]
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The successful adoption of e-government can be achieved by developing a set of e-government
competencies/adoption factors and investigating the significant relationships of those factors on
its performance. The support from the top management for the implementation of e-government
process is an important factor.

Technological
Managerial
Financial

E-government
Performance

Political
Website quality
User

Figure 1: E-government adoption: A Conceptual Competency Framework
The IT manger must consider all the newly developed technologies and should choose the best
one which is more flexible and suitable to particular system. But using a modern system which is
more expensive must be given a second thought; i. e, if the system gives much improved
efficiency and helps to cut cost in other way, then it should be considered , because adoption of egovernment aims at decrease in coordination cost too. As far as citizens are concerned, they play
a major role in e-government success. Hence when an e-government project is implemented it
should take care of the factors influencing the end user’s willingness to use that particular system.
Attainment of trust of the end user is important and also risk and security related problems should
be considered and eliminated. Also the language of the website is important; local language
should be preferred when it is to be used by the common man. Integration of the back office is
another concern for success. If there is no integration then it will lead to overloading of the users
and hence multiple collection of same information by different departments which is a wastage of
efficiency and time of public services. Figure 1 is the conceptual framework for e-government
adoption which shows the major competences to achieve the best E-government performance.

5. DISCUSSIONS: E-GOVERNMENT CHALLENGES
Implementation of e-government projects can cause number of challenges as it is the redefining
of complete government processes. There are a number of impediments that potentially block eGovernment adoption. Barriers can be any factors that cause hindrance to government in
developing new or further improving the existing e-government applications. Initial use of egovernment Web sites is an important indicator of e-government success. Some information
system research indicated that its eventual success depends on its continued use rather than firsttime use [17, 28, 29]. However, the desired outcome is not achieved unless a significant number
of citizens move beyond the initial adoption and use e-government web sites on a persistent basis
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[17]. According to case studies from different countries, there are many challenges and issues that
need to be addressed for successful implementation of e-government. There are distinct factors
that command the adoption of e-government, and these factors depend on the local context of any
country. But there is no clear classification of these adoption factors. Warkentin et al [36]
describes e-government adoption as the citizen intention to participate in government activity
electronically to receive information and request services from the government. According to
Carter and Belanger [42] it is intent to use, while Gilbert and Balestrini [41] measure it as
willingness to use e-Government services. Altogether it can be stated as a simple decision to use,
or not to use, e-governement services. The next level of challenge of e-government is to make it
frequently used by the citizen. Using e-government service once in a year would not be
considered as a meaningful usage of its application. Citizens technical awareness – on how to
adapt to frequent technical changes in the services – is another very important challenge of
adoption. The successful adoption of e-government can be achieved by developing a set of egovernment competencies/adoption factors and investigating the significant relationships of those
factors on its performance.

6. CONCLUSION
Advances in ICTs are giving organizations a new competitive edge. Growing impact of ICT,
surge in the usage and adoption of E-government services. The globalization of organizations
facilitated by the advent of telecommunications and internet technologies has promoted adoption
of E-government. The best practices of E-government are revolutionizing not just technology
itself but the whole process through which services are provided. This study helps better
understand E-government and identifies various competence factors like technological,
managerial, political, user and website quality for E-government adoption. This study presented a
conceptual framework which can be empirically tested to understand and measure the Egovernment performance. This study would provide researchers to do an empirical examination
on the identified factors of E-government with its performance .This study would also help
managers decide to what extent their organizations should invest in E-government by matching
the E-government attributes to their own organization’s characteristics. Our investigation of Egovernment adoption factors may help both researcher and potential adopters.
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